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ABSTRACT
This work describes a cognitive heuristic allowing agents to assess
trust and delegations merging heterogenous information sources.
The model is realized through Uninformed Cognitive Maps, based
on the combination of: (i) categorization abilities (ii) history of
personal experiences (iii) context awareness.
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1.

MULTIMODAL TRUST FORMATION

Crucial abilities for agents engaged in open systems is to decide how to coordinate activities and whether (or not) delegate tasks
to other, possibly unknown, agents. Trust based interactions have
been proposed as a suitable model to achieve such a subjective coordination. But, placed in the context of open and dynamic systems, the main issue of trust management is a problem trust formation. Existing approaches to trust formation refer to subjective
experiences and reputation mainly. Subjective experiences are typically exploited in evaluating the outcomes of previous transactions,
and therefore they are limited by the need of multiple and repeated
interactions between the same agents. Reputational approaches
have been proposed to establish trustworthy interactions with possibly unknown counterparts [7, 5]. The downside is the need of a network of reputation providers, being each reputational information
possibly biased or corrupted. Other approaches push on the multifaceted relationship between environments, context awareness and
trust management. Finally, the relevance of categories for trusting
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strangers has been remarked in the work of Falcone et al [4]. Categorial reasoning for trust formation has also been recently explored
by Burnett et al. [2]. In their work, they propose the notion of
stereotypical trust (stereotrust) as a categorial prejudice that agents
may take into account in order to assess trust in absence of direct
evidences. The mechanism adopts data mining techniques applied
over the database of past transactions.
The approach proposed in this research aims at combining three
different information sources into a unique reasoning process. Multimodal trust formation is realized through a novel mechanism called
Uninformed Cognitive Map (UnCM), where the introduction of
learning mechanisms further allows to establish a series of emergent relations between a rich set of information sources and the
trustworthiness of unknown trustees. In doing so, we rely on the socio cognitive theory of trust [3], according to which trust is grounded
on detectable cognitive ingredients.

2.

UNINFORMED COGNITIVE MAPS

In cognitive agents, the problem of trust formation can be translated in the problem of retrieving the constituent beliefs of trust.
Cognitive trust is treated as a relational construct between a trustor
(trust giver, agi ) and a trustee (trust receiver, agj ) which can be
established in a given environment/context E, and about a defined
task to be fulfilled (τ ): T rust(agi , agj , E, τ ). Trust is then graded
over multiple dimensions. The degree of trust (DoT ) comes from
a series of cognitive primitives, which can be summarized in terms
of trustor’s beliefs and goals. The approach takes into account
the three contributions that play a crucial role in trust formation:
Bel(Canagj (τ )), that is trustor believes that agj is potentially able
to fulfill τ (i.e., agj has the skills, the competences, the necessary instruments for realizing that task τ ); Bel(W illagj (τ )), that
is trustor believes that agj is potentially willing and persistent in
fulfilling τ (i.e., agj has the motivational attitudes sufficient to perform the task τ ); Bel(ExtF actagj (τ )), that is trustor believes that
the external conditions are not preventing the execution of τ by
agj (or even: agi believes that agj will perform the task τ in an
environment presenting positive or negative interferences to agj ’s
behavior in order to achieve the task τ ). Summing up, an agent
agi trusts agj about a task τ and in the conditions E, if agi ’s
DoT overcomes a given threshold σ: DoTagj ,E,τ > σ. The
model resembles the notion of Krypta and Manifesta, according to
which agents’ manifesta are signals, or observable traces, recalling
agents’ krypta, which are the internal properties (qualities, abilities
or powers) finally determining agents’ behaviors on specific tasks
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Figure 1: UnCM implementing the socio-cognitive trust model
with multiple dimensions.

Figure 2: Plot of the prediction error for the UnCM, Informed
UnCM, Deceptive UnCM over 150 simulation rounds.

or contexts [1].
Uninformed Cognitive Maps (UnCM) are a novel approach hybridizing cognitive modeling and learning. They are based as an extension of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, a computing technique successfully applied in several domains for modeling knowledge-based
systems [6]. An UnCM is as a graph modeling causal processes
by means of concepts and causal relations placed on different dimensions (Fig. 1). The UnCM layout is designed by domain experts using an off-line setting. At design time, the relevant concepts
of a problem domain are identified, and their reciprocal influences
are quantitatively modeled by weighted connections. The causal
impact between two concepts Ai and Aj is then measured by the
weight of the connection wi,j , taken in the interval [−1, 1].

making.Fig. 2 shows the performance of UnCM in minimizing
errors: experiments show that categorial evidences emerge with respect to the ongoing tasks—also without requiring any initial categorial knowledge. The mechanism manages in a unique function
heterogeneous information sources, ranging from personal experiences, to manifesta and external influences. Thanks to the UnCM
learning algorithm, categories are revised, or devised from scratch,
and the categorial information is combined to personal experiences
and environmental conditions encountered. Differently from Neural and Stereotrust agents , the UnCM agents are also able to
maintain a meaningful semantic of influences between concepts
and their connections. Influences of the single categories on a given
task represent a key aspect and, using UnCM this information is
explicitly readable and updated online. Limitations of the current
approach pave the way to future work. To evaluate the scalability
of the proposed approach, applications in different domain as social
networks will be devised.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Evaluation concerned a simulated agent society in a medical domain, with 100 trustees having krypta randomly selected from a
repository of 2500 profiles. Every profile is characterized by three
types of categories, which can be of professional, dispositional or
crosscutting. The experiment discussed here used the pneumonia task, for which the best categorial profile is assumed to be
�pediatrician, cautious, female�. The outcome of trustee execution is referred in terms of score, while the accuracy of trust formation is measured in terms of prediction error as the distance of
the predicted DoT from the real delegation outcome: error =
|DoTagj − score|. Setting also takes into account the environmental influences, defined as a ρ parameter indicating the contribution of situated conditions to the executor’s performance. Hence,
each task execution may receive an influence randomly distributed
in the range [−ρ, +ρ] System openness is determined by the parameter δ, which determines the number of trustees replaced at
each round. Finally, L sets the interval rounds after which the
trustors update their learning model over the experiences history.
The model has beens compared with well-established approaches
to data analysis and decision making, as neural networks (Neural
agents) and agents using stereotypes and data mining mechanisms
(Stereotrust agents). Experiments pointed out the abilities of UnCM
strategies to perform task delegation based on multimodal trust attribution. Either context awareness and experiences play a pivotal
role in trust formation in open and dynamic systems. The adopted
UnCM, in particular, allows to learn to which extent the single categories fit for a given tasks, thus drastically enhancing delegation-
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